Create a PowerPoint XP or 2000 presentation that has the same text and similar graphic images as the slides that are on the back of this sheet of paper.

Additional requirements are:

1. Save your work under the filename `<internal label>_asg6.ppt`
2. Put your name on the first slide in place of `<your name here>`.
3. Choose any template you desire (“Apply design template”). Note that your template choice may change the location of the title and bullet list boxes on each slide; may also affect text alignment and bullet style. This is OK. Keep it simple, and use all the defaults that come with your chosen template. Also note that you must actually choose a template… in other words, you can **not** hand in a PowerPoint presentation that has the same “plain vanilla” appearance that is in the handout or simply change the background colors and color scheme.
4. Add any transition, animation, and sound effects you desire for your own entertainment and amusement; they will have no bearing whatsoever on your grade.

**Important notes**

For every assignment you hand in to me this semester, make sure the **internal label** is set to your initials, followed by an underscore, followed by the last four digits of your student id number. Also, make sure you **neatly print your name and the last 4 digits of your student id on the external, paper label**. Assignment disks will not be accepted without a paper label. **The assignment disk must be handed in by the start of lecture on the due date in order for it to be considered “on time”**. Finally, please do not write protect your disks when submitting them for grading.